Mindtree is one of the leading IT service companies with more than 21,000 employees and operations in 17 countries. It delivers ADM services as part of its digital-next enterprise approach, including digital experience platforms, design, cognitive experiences, intelligent automation, applied AI, insights-as-a-service, legacy modernization, cloud transformation and multi-speed IT. ADM revenues stood at $817 million and its number of FTEs was close to 16,250. Mindtree has 14 delivery centers around the world.

**Digital Pumpkin — digital innovation hub:** Mindtree has a digital innovation hub called Digital Pumpkin based in Warren, New Jersey, and Bangalore, India. It serves as an interactive space where multi-disciplinary teams come together to ideate, design and craft meaningful business solutions. It provides a collaborative platform to help clients accelerate digital innovation, conduct primary research and create functional prototypes and pilotable solutions.

**AI-centered modernization:** Mindtree uses AI and a cloud-first strategy to modernize the core. The company has tapped into AI for legacy modernization, which is comprised of data infrastructure modernization, COTS transformation, service automation, application modernization cloud transformation of cloud-native applications and serverless computing and intelligent automation.

**Product IT models:** Mindtree uses different IT models such as CAPE (Composable Automated Platform for Enterprises) to visualize the IT lifecycle, accelerate end-to-end integrated automation and perform real-time decision making through unified dashboards. DTEP, MIST and CPE are integrated with dashboards and metrics to provide an accelerated end-to-end testing platform. MWatch and CodeMill are used to provide automated service delivery and automated code generation.

Mindtree offers ADM services using its own resources for digital cloud, data analytics, IoT, digital commerce, digital marketing, mobility, user experience design and other areas. However, the company should consider evaluating emerging vendors with niche capabilities in related domains, which would support organic growth.

Mindtree's technology prowess reflects in its vision to offer an integrated operating model for agile, DevOps and automation in one integrated framework. The company differentiates itself through platforms such as CAPE, agile delivery in building industry-specific, cloud-based business applications and speed through the MVP lead nimble methodology to accelerate the transformation experience for customers. These attributes make Mindtree a leader in the next-gen ADM domain.